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President Xu, faculty, parents, friends, and, especially, graduates of University of India-
napolis-Ningbo Institute of Technology Joint Program cohort 5 (class of 2009):

I

am honored to bring greetings today on behalf of the president of the
University of Indianapolis, Dr. Beverley Pitts, and on behalf of the
University’s faculty. President Pitts offers her best wishes for a wonderful Commencement ceremony and expresses her eagerness to visit
you again soon.

It is with great pride that I participate in this ceremony at NIT on this day of celebration. I am profoundly grateful for the great honor accorded me by President Beverly Pitts
to deliver this commencement speech on her behalf. I am here today also for a very special
reason: I am a member of the NIT family. I am not only a visiting professor of this institution but also an administrator of the Sino-American Joint Program, and, most importantly
of all, I see myself as a parent to all the students in the Sino-American Joint Program. I
therefore speak to the graduates today as a faculty member, an administrator, and a parent.
I have worked closely with you graduates in the past few years. I remember the first
time I met you on campus four years ago: You all looked so young, uncertain, and skinny.
Today, you have grown, built confidence, and gained a little bit of weight.

I remember the day I accompanied you to Shanghai for your visa interviews: Each one
of you walked out the door of the American Embassy with joyful tears in your eyes because you knew your visa had been granted and you were about to journey to a new world
for a challenging academic endeavor and to venture into an unfamiliar land to launch a
new milestone in your lives. Those who decided to stay in Ningbo to finish their degrees
also have undertaken new challenges in their academic lives because they have had to take
courses taught by both Chinese and American professors at NIT and simultaneously follow two sets of university policies—Chinese and American. The challenges were no less
than for those who went to Indianapolis.
I want to applaud both groups today. You have accomplished what many students could
not. You have spent many sleepless nights in the library and in the dorms. Your electronic
dictionaries are worn out, and your book covers are tattered. There were times when I saw
some of you run into an 8 o’clock class with your hair not combed and teeth not brushed
because you had stayed up all night to get a paper done. Many of you had difficulties adjusting to the American system of weekly quizzes, because in China, you needed to worry
only about the final exams.
At any rate, you have made it. I am proud of you, and you should be proud of yourselves.
Remember, there are many people who are behind you and beside you. They work with you
and they support you. We must express our deepest gratitude to your parents, teachers, and
close friends. Without their assistance, caring, encouragement, and pressure, you would
not be sitting here today. Thank you, parents, professors, and close friends of our graduates.
Delivering a commencement address in China is a great responsibility. I pondered for a
few weeks as to what message I should deliver. Several themes came into my mind, including a discussion on how to position yourself in the midst of worldwide financial crisis; how
to become a change agent in a changing environment; how to become a global citizen now
that you have received a global education; how to instill the responsibility we should have
as individuals and as members of a collective group; and how we can make the best use of
our American experience in a Chinese setting. The list goes on.
But most of all, I want to answer a few interrelated questions that I have asked myself
and been asked constantly since the inception of the Sino-American Joint Program. Answers to questions such as “Why do you think this is a good program? What are you trying
to accomplish? Who will benefit from this program?” are not simple. Instead of dealing
with the complexity of the program, I would like to take this opportunity to share with you
the kind of the program we are creating—a model that I call “the VIP model.”
Do we understand what “VIP” stands for? The conventional definition for “VIP” is
“very important person.” Yes, we want to make you a very important person in this world.
But today, I would like to take the opportunity to put a twist on the acronym and offering
a new meaning for “VIP”: “Vision, Integrity, and Passion.”
We have been and will continue building this joint program with a vision of the future.
We are training a new breed of work force and intellectuals for tomorrow’s China. We
want to train a group of young students who can foresee society’s needs and who will position themselves well with the skills and knowledge needed for their future careers. Several
NIT students were interviewed by the Reflector (the UIndy student newspaper) last year,

and by the Indianapolis Star, the largest newspaper in Indiana, in April. Here is what you
have told the reporters of the Reflector and the Star:
“Maybe I will run a business by myself and trade between many countries.” “I want to
be a financial analyst; the study here helps me to reach that goal.” “My father wanted to
send me to study abroad. I like the people here. They are very kind.” “I want to become a
banker in China. I want to improve our banking system.” “I am an English major but I want
to do things in international relations.” “The American system is so different from the Chinese system. It has been an eye-opening experience for me. I know what I want to do, and
I know I will have the opportunity to practice it when I return to China.”
It is a comfort and reassurance to see that you have a sense of what is possible for you
in the near future. We are building this joint program with a vision that the graduates will
be equipped with a sound foundation for them to realize their potential, to be able to find a
niche in a most challenging environment. We want to help you to believe that you are part
of something bigger than yourselves. Whether you stay in China or return to the U.S. to
continue your graduate studies upon graduation, our goal is to help you to grasp the best
of two cultures (Chinese and American), to become a global citizen, to become a change
agent, and to strengthen the quality not just of your own lives but also of the world that
surrounds you.
Trust is one of the most important ingredients of integrity. It is imperative to have
mutual trust in the joint program. We have to be trusted by our students, their parents,
and our educational institutions. A high-quality program is based on the integrity of leaders and the institutions where the program is delivered. We trust and believe in ourselves
and believe that we will be trusted. Academic integrity must be reinforced. Oftentimes,
the process requires violators to face painful consequences, which breaks the hearts of
the enforcers. Some students might have learned this the hard way, but at the end, you are
proud of yourselves because you know you are a graduate of a program that emphasizes
the value of integrity.
Integrity refers to values regarding work, productivity, matters of right and wrong,
fairness, and relationships. Although integrity is a worthy universal virtue, differences
between Chinese and American cultures sometimes make the implementation of certain
policies more challenging than others. In the end, we are able to realize that rigidity and
flexibility can actually complement each other; we learn that there are times when we
have to agree to disagree. This possibility is based on one assumption: namely, that we
trust each other and have a common goal. Today, we can proudly say to ourselves that this
joint program is a program with quality and integrity.
Finally, we are passionate; we are committed, and we are engaged. We are ready to educate a new breed of Chinese college students. Several students have asked me, “Dr. Lin,
why are you so energetic and tireless?” I reply, “I love what I am doing, and I am in love
with what I want to do. In fact, I am passionate with the mission I gave myself.”
A senior lecturer at MIT, Jonathan Byrnes, said one of the essential characteristics to
lead paradigmatic change is the capacity for passion. He said, “First and foremost, you
need a burning drive to make things better. Change management is a grueling process, and
passion will see you through it” (Harvard Business School “Working Knowledge” archive,

9-6-2005). Passion provides the motivation, energy, and commitment to do things rigorously. Whether you are planning to reach a specific life goal, reach a certain level of perfection in your work, make good money, fulfill or abide by your parents’ wishes, help people
in crisis, or make a positive impact on your society, you must, first and foremost, have a
clear vision and strong passion and practice your deeds with integrity. Only then will you
become an effective leader with the moral character for your endeavor.
A few years ago, one of our students in Applied Sociology, Kristene Ruddle, interviewed me. She asked, “What do you pass on to your students?” My fellow graduates, allow me to repeat to you this morning what I said: “Take pride in yourself. What you do is
important. You may affect one person, who then affects more. Be passionate about what
you do. See your service, your work, as blessed. You are shaping individuals, and individuals shape society. Be well-rounded, be a lifelong learner, and approach every person as an
individual, regardless of his or her socioeconomic status or occupation.”
My dear graduates, today’s ceremony is a rite of passage in your adult lives. I have high
hopes for you. You are a product of the VIP model. I hope you will continue to cultivate it
with your traditional Chinese values and practice some of the American values you have
cherished since you enrolled in the joint program.
I congratulate your achievements, and I wish you a bright future in the days to come. It
has been my privilege to know each one of you, and it is my pride to see your accomplishments. No words can express how happy I am to stand before you today. We have taken a
journey together in the past four years; you will always be in my heart. Whatever mountain
you try to climb, whatever ocean you try to sail, and whatever organization you try to lead,
please remember the spirit of the VIP model. Possess and practice vision, integrity, and
passion in your new journeys.
You will be the movers and shakers and the promising leaders for modern China. Lastly, remember, we may be apart, but we uphold the same sky and we stand on similar earth.
No ocean will separate us. You are part of the UIndy family, and you are my “adopted”
children. Together, we will make the world a better place for all of us.
Best wishes to you all.
Thank you.
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ቔ࣪֬྿ᄄӐƗ۹໑ুൄƗ۹໑ࡌӐƗ۹໑ႽƗׂႍτଳѶ৭ඵս࿗თ୨Ѷয়܄࿗ᄄᇖૌ
৺ލϲ࠰֬п၃ഺƗ୍ށƌ

ࣉ

ๆƗ֬ྤޚൺׂႍτଳѶ৭ඵս࿗ཱུӐмᒢмՒࠪ฿ಬᆴຈƗས۹໑
ᇈၢ֬ްèмᒢмՒཱུӐѝչਛؚп၃֬ৣૌށሇᄂƗѰ༗ຳᄤ҉
ࣹ֬ࢃদᄣϯ٧ཱུݓè

ࣉๆᄤ୨Ѷয়܄Ҝࡍп၃ৣਾЦྤےèൺмᒢмՒཱུӐᆴຈքѝᄤп၃ৣ
ഏᇈՑ֬ᆊځც۾ൗԐનࠞےᆴ౭èࣉๆƗᅦᄤᆊৡƗߕႼ၉۸า֬ჷႀƥয়
܄ᆊ۸սࡌ֬၉჻è҉࣎ᆊ۸࿗ᄄ֬ॡቝࢤ൸Ɨ၀ᇖૌ৺ލར֬ڼᄺಭè۾ເᇞ
း֬Ɨߕሸಱເᇖૌϲ࿗ഺ֬၉ࡌᆴӐèၢƗࣉๆቛເ୨Ѷয়֬܄၉჻Ɨ၉۸
ར֬ڼᄺಭƗ၉໑ࡌӐᅦᄤᆊৡთ۹໑ܒࣉๆ֬п၃ս֬è
ᄤݝಇ֬࠲ৡƗދսࡌ૨ލቛèߕࡁ֫වఴƗׂ၉ᄤཱུჺৡࡵ୍֥è୍
ી֬Ɨؚ໊দႼૠયƗैఖদႼൻèࣉๆƗ୍ၟࣣӐսӵಭƗԐનਛሸ
ྗƗౖؾєۡჂєஞè
ߕࡁ֫ಇഏݡ୍ಇభᆪ֬၉ๆƥ୍ቃԢૌݚսൗܽ֬ս֬၉ථ࡞Ɨ۸۸ဋ
ࠞݪთྒ༦֬ඪèႀເ୍ᆰ֨భᆪၟද৭ݝƗࢫ༶দࢃ߽ҋ್၉۸ᅠྔ֬൞ࢿƗ
ಇࢫൺ࿗၃ഏ֬๎ᅥƦࢃးॻ್၉۸҉ඊ༘֬؎ݚƗᄤሸ࠴֬ಭഺੱᇖƗས၉۸ৡӸО

ણ࣐è࿑ᄻᄤয়܄ຢӵ࿗၃֬࿗Ɨဩࣣ৬ਛদሸ࿗၃ഏ֬ࠥս๎ᅥƗ҉࣎း࿑
࿗Ⴕᇖૌཱུࢤ൸۹ሸाന֬ॢӸƗߕး൏ލڟᇖૌ֬ݚ࿗၃း౷è֬๎ᅥ၉
၀҉иಇׂႍτଳѶ৭ඵս࿗౷࿗֬࿗দ֫ළè
҉ઉ࿑ᄻԢݚ࿗ߕᄤয়܄Ɨཟເ୍ࠓᅮࢨށè୍ຢӵਛఊᇴئ࿗ഺ
ٌຢӵ֬ರ༇èᆊ֬ئಷሷৡƗ୍ࣣ৬ਛئങ۸҉૫ᆴ၇Ɨ୍ᄤඇܽႯ܆Ɨᄤౢ
൰๎֮၇ᅥƦ୍֬ሷՔၟႯƗඇொ၀ଏ෬ƦئങƗैࡵ୍ࠫࠫલલࢤ֥ۑ൰
ഏᄱ ॢ֬Ɨैদށཥ၀ેൿƗ၀ેඞƗႀເఴ၉۸ລഏ୍չ֑ᄤሠШઉè
ߕႼ྿ئ࿗ޚ൨႒ૌࢤݚ࿗฿ᇌᇖ၉ᇢ၉ཱི֬ॐƗႀເᄤݚୄƗ୍ᇁႼ၉۸ఀଓॐ
൲ເᆴੵؾၟè
҉ܼքࡕތƗ୍ၟද৭ݝèເ୍֥ےϓƗ୍۾႒ۅເሸ࠴֥ےሸݾè
းࡁƥႼئങಭᄤУޱᆭԂ୍Ɨᄤஜяܤ৪୍èთ୍၉ఖڀᅥƗቛ୍ృս֬آޱèᄤ
ՕƗಥ൵༼၉ѝչؚḩḩ୍֬ںଢƗ୍֬ুൄƗ୍֬ᇅႽ֬ࠞےᆴ౭èેႼ
֬ᆭԂçܸπçܤ৪ၢࠪ৶Ɨࣉๆ୍҉ढ़ቜᄤᆊৡèྍྍ୍ƌ۹໑п၃ഺ֬ࡌӐç
ࢤ൸ၢࠪᇅႽè
ᄤᇖݚƗ၉ځп၃ৣᇈՑУئڼս֬ᄺರᆴຈèئങ۸ಷಷ၇၇ƗᄤཟƗۅ
නીୂƪାݡᇖᅂݝᆊဩ࠲۸ᇽƥࢊ၉ࢊᄤࣈ಼ູࠖ༶ތ໑ሸƪߕࢊ၉
ࢊᄤಷၴئє֬ߓࣩᇖތӵເදؾഏ֬ృᆇƪၮࠎࢊ၉ࢊࡂಝսࡌࢫൺਛࢤࡄݚჩƗ
ތӵເ၉۸٩ဋ֬൞ࢿ૽܋ƪߕႼࢊ၉ࢊቛເ۸฿თࠩ฿ӵ჻Ɨሸ࠴႒ڼીဩ֬
ᄺರთၳ༇ƪၢࠪތൗሸ࠴֬ૌࣣݚ৬ᄤᇖࣩߓݚ༶ࠥ߯نս֬ཹႯƪՕְְè
֓Ɨ൵༼Ɨཟ༼ߴպ࠲۸པܸ֬èᆊཻሸᇖૌލቛᆊ۸རाϾၢদƗ
ःࣣӏሸƗ၀ࣣӏЫࠪè৯ƥõ୍ເીಱເᆊ۸Ⴜఴ֬རƪöõ୍ཟչ֥
ીဩ֬ཹݛƪöõඩ՝ᆊ۸རᇖࠍၴ'ö ढ़ƗးߴպᇴՕ֬Ѱ٫ၥൠèთఊ
ฒઉᆊ۸ར֬ڶᄝྦƗ҉ӯՕ߽ࠖთսࡌٺཡ၉༶ाԾᆊ۸ར֬য়ḩḩ ၉۸
Ӳఊເ>18൛֬য়è
սࡌᆰ֨>18ѝ൜֬ીƪԵ֬ၳöᇞးಭ൝öè֬Ɨ༗ຳࢃ୍
ռᄶӵᆊ۸൞ࢿ֬ᇞးಭ൝è֓ƗࣉๆƗᄂࣀՕ߽ࠖڵეᆊ۸൵ሺଢၢྔ֬ݪၳè
ƥõ>Q[QWVöѝ൜ᄀࡵሣൔçö1V\MOZQ\aöѝ൜ӻᱭྗçö8I[[QWVöѝ൜ಪπ܄ቛࠪᇠ
ഺè
ׂ၉۸য়ƥᄀࡵሣൔè՝၉ा൚Ɨᆊ۸৺ލϾ࿗֬རःԐનਛᄀࡵთᄂࣦè
৲ቇເଃๆ֬ᇖݚநဨ၉ᆭྔྟ֬িսलთᆰൔٺሷèးநဨ၉ூႼເ֬࿗
ഺƗხࡵ֥ധ߽֬ྺးƗ՝ؾႯሸ࠴֬࠶ඓთ࿗ൔࢃሸ࠴໑໊দᆴྺèಇთࣉ
වᄌƗׂႍτଳѶ৭ඵ࿗ഺཱུИûමüၢׂႍࠪτଳᇣቒս֬ಷИûׂႍτଳᆴྙüᅂٺ
Ѡҗ٧࠲໑য়֬܄࿗ഺè౯๗ࡁؚތᆇන֬ƥ
õࠎ྿߽ሸ࠴ा܋යƗቚࡄݚિၥèöõཟӵເࣈ಼ٺ༌ൄƦᆊৡ֬࿗༤ሀཊ
֬ཟèöõϨϨԢݚ࿗༤è༦ߒᆊৡ֬ಭèಭށޚèöõཟӵເ၉໑
ႆྡྷࡌƗ༗ຳൗᇖ֬ݚႆྡྷ฿༩۾ເຢആèöõႎმሌ၃֬Ɨ֓ཟ՝ൠܸࡄݚ༩١
֬܄ቛèöõૌ֬ݚ฿ᇌދᇖ֬ݚ฿ᇌႼޚս֬҉èদᆊৡाঝਛဋࢿèཊᄤ౩Ԫ
ਛཟးቚીƗཔྗߴݚၢޱ߽Ⴜ߽ࠖϣ֬ཟٌڸᇴേèö
࿗ؚ໊দ֬ᆊᇜᚆᚄಥЦྒے໕Ɨ၀ಥྗྖսᅀèྡྷᆊ۸ލቛར
֬ሾᇂःးಥ֬࿗ഺᄤः؇൏ռ༶࡛֬ࠕԫၢൗᄤп၃ޱܛᄤࣰᆡࠞਢ֬ߓ

ࣩᇖ߯نሸ࠴֬వƗᅺ֥൨ލሸ࠴֬৲ቇèཟநဨ୍པྗሸ࠴֬৶ƗႼ၉ๆ୍
шࢃӘᄇሸèઉ୍п၃ޱᄤᇖنݚᅡƗߕ֥ૌࡆݚ࿊؇ကƗ֬њЁሀ
୍ϣᇖૌᇜߋ֬࣡Ɨӵເ֬ߋࡄݚಭƗӵເգ࣐ދ྅ധ߽֬ႼႯᆴғƗ҉ؕຢആ
ሸ࠴Ɨഽսࡌ֬ഺࠊᇐè
ׂل۸য়ƥӻᱭྗ
ྗರӻྗ֬ᇞးႀුᆴ၉èᄕྡྷᆊ۸ލቛརྺးཔ߁ྗರèш֥֫࿗
ഺç࿗ഺࡌӐၢࠪࢤࡌݚჩࠖྗ֬ܙರèؚ၉۸ۡᇐ֬ར֬േƗར਼֤࡞ܙࠖދ
֬ӻྗ҉ढ़ࠎಓ֬èཔྗሸ࠴֬۳Ɨ၀ఀևಭؚ֬ॣèߕшࡍ۾ృ
ןᄤ౷࿗ݝӸᇖး൶݆Ɨᄤ࿗ඓഏးӻèႼ൏ްƗົУӻྗᆇ߽Ⴜॴ֬ࢹऌƗᆊӏӏൗ
ᆊཻརڼᄺಭྖ҉ၟèႼ֬࿗ഺढ़ၟࣣ՝ࢤᇖӵӐè࿗Ɨᆊව֬౷࿗ࣣ
৬ࠥक๎ᅥྦ֬Ɨ֓ቒᇛƗ୍႒ۅເሸ࠴ϓƗႀເ୍ၟࣣᄤᆊી၉۸ሆᇞӻྗ֬
རᇖຢӵਛ࿗၃è
ӻྗᆾᄤ܄ቛۜ໑ഏࠎয়ಭࡄܸ༩൏ؕ٫ç࡛൶܋႒ԂႼ֬ࡕᆻܻèಝӻ
ྗ܋ಱ֬ૌ֪Ɨ֓Ⴕᇖૌߋ֬ҼၺƗႼ൏ް၉ཻᆦҭ֬ྡྷ߽є֫۾क๎ᅥྦè֓
ቒᇛƗၰൔ֥ॠϷދਹࠊढ़ၢཔڪཔӵƦ၀ၰൔ֥Ⴜ൏ްढ़ၢ౷հၺç
݉èᆊࠕ၉۸നཟƥཔ߁ྗರƗњ၉ᇈèࣉๆƗढ़ၢϓؚ׀ሸ࠴නƗᄤ
ྡྷᆊ۸ލቛར֬ݝӸᇖƗ၉ᆷۡྡྷڒᇐçӻᱭྗ֬য়è
ׂ۸য়ƥಪπ܄ቛࠪᇠഺè
းಪπ܄ቛƗܸπ࿗ഺè၉ᆷᙨ൶ӼƗ࡛Ԃ҉ྊèᇂᄤநဨྔ၉ք֬ᇖ
ݚս࿗ഺèႼ҉ങ࿗ᅂƥõনࢤ൸Ɨ୍ເތቀી࣡৶ԐமƗ҉ᆰडୂƪö
֬ߴպõಪπ՝ൠ֬܄ቛƗ܄ቛ֬ഺଈèൠഏƗಪᇚሸ࠴࿑ᄻ֬ൗ
ଈèöગിয়܄࿗ᄄ֬၉໑ۡ࠰ࢊൄƗోଳ೭xѼؽඵᅂනݝಪ౭ӈഺє۱֬шШႀුᆴ
၉èනƥõ൵༼Ɨ୍းႼ၉ᇜಪ౭Ɨးϣൠ౭ቚ֫ށ۾èേє۱၉۸ٕᇞ্ؾಭ֬ݝ
ӸƗಪ౭߽ሀ୍࡛Ԃֿ֥èöƓڔݞഌ࿗ᄄõ?WZSQVO 3VW_TMLOMöఀृƗ!Ɣèಪ
౭ൗಭԐન৶ƗࣘۋൌቇƗഭྖ׀್֥܄ቛᇖèઉ୍းཊମ၉۸า֬ಭഺ
њƥᄤ܄ቛᇖչ֥ଝ၉ұ֬ຢૌƦሐսలƦཊ୍ںଢ֬ఀຳƦЁሀಭϬຉঙࣩƦࠎເ
ധ߽ቚԢܑ࠙ࠥ֬ཋƗ୍൵༼шးႼ౩༐֬ᄂࣦދృਢ֬ಪ౭ƗѰౖၢӻྗᆴèᇁႼᆊ
ဩƗ୍ғ߽ӵເ၉۸ႡႼۡഐ֪֬çकႼႜའ৶਼֤֬ᆇè
࠲ఴƗ၉۸ࢨय़ඵ๙xট֫֬ف႒Ⴏധ߽࿗༩֬࿗ഺҗ٧ݝèƥõۺ֬
࿗ഺԵׅ֬ીয়ƪöπ֬࿗ƗᄤՕ౯ᄔ྿ᇞڶ၉༶ؚय़ඵ๙න֬ݝ
ߌƥõၢሸ࠴ເè୍՝ൠ֬ᇞး֬è୍֬ເढ़ႜའଝ၉ಭƗؾढ़ၢႜའئ۾
֬ఊಭèးಪᇚ୍֬ເèᆌπ୍֬܄ቛƗྖ್è୍ෘᄶ۸ಭƗؾ۸ಭࡆؾႜའധ
߽èӵເ၉۸نᅡ֬ಭƗࠊ֥ুƗ࿗֥ুè҉ઉ۸ಭ֬ധ߽ࣣ࠽׀໑ތƗ҉ઉ۸ಭ՝
ൠތᇜᆶ၃Ɨ႒ॡְܻևᆴèö

۹໑࿗Ɨࣉๆ֬ৣ୍ӵ֬ޱ၉ࡸսൠè୍ؚ࠾ეޯຳè୍>18൛֬
ࢹࣝè༗ຳ୍߽ࡆ࿊ᄕႯᇖݚԵࡕᆻܻϣ>18൛نဟ݂սƗѰౖᆌ༛୍Ҝࡍਛᇖ
ૌލቛརᆴޱ฿߽֥֬၉ཻૌࡕݚᆻܻè
ሇ୍ޖ֬ӵःƗ၀ሇ୍ఴӸෂ࣍èඊ୍༘ᇖ֬ો၉໑Ɨເ୍֬ӵः֥ے
ϓèࣉๆƗᅦᄤᆊৡƗ༦ᄍᆴ౭ၢငѝèݝಇ֬වƗཱྀ൴ቃݝƦၢޱ၀߽ӏ
ӏࡁדሩ୍èઉ୍ࢃّᄇીۡƗॻᄇીսဣƦઉ୍ࢃ਼֤ીؙƗ౯ଆ
ࡁ>18࣡റèᄤ୍ྔ֬ಭഺੱᇖଃಙᄂࣦƗᙨ൶ӻྗƗ್ಪ౭è
୍ࢃ߽ᇖ໊ݚদ֬ᅮجᆇçۆ۱ᆇ਼֤ދᆇèቒޱƗ౯ীࡁƗढ़ๆ۹၉١Ɨ
֓֬ဩ֬ๆƗ֬ෂ֬׀èսဣ҉ࢃቌ۶è୍=QVLaսࡌᇖ
֬ӵ჻Ɨࢃ୍õ൱࠴Ԣöèಥ၉ఖ୴৶ࢃᆊ۸൞ࢿࢀന֫ࡍ۾ૌށƌ
ቒޱƗ࣏ሇ۹໑ഭ฿ࡹॉçಭഺၰƌ
ྍྍսࡌƌ

ƓᅭᆙૃçᠾၹƔ
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